
LET THEM KNOW YOU CARE
Naming a beneficiary or beneficiaries for your retirement plans, IRAs, annuities and life insurance policies leaves your loved ones and heirs with
the knowledge that you cared enough to make the asset transfer easy for them at a difficult time. Naming beneficiaries doesn’t have to be difficult.
But it is an important responsibility. This worksheet is intended to help you keep a consolidated list of your retirement accounts, and beneficiaries
in one location.
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BENEFICIARY CHECKLIST
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Take the time to complete

this worksheet and keep it

in a safe place. Then, set a

specific time each year

(such as around your

birthday) to review your

designations and accounts.

Your loved ones will be

thanking you for it

someday.

See disclaimer and additional checklist items on reverse side…
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WHAT’S NEW?

This worksheet is for informational purposes only. Listing beneficiaries on this

worksheet does not change the beneficiary information on the actual account,

nor does it serve as official record. With that in mind, carefully consider the

questions on the checklist below:

nn Do I know where I keep copies of my beneficiary designation forms?

nn Can I produce the copies and are they current? (Do they match what is on file with the

plan? If not, I should request copies from the plan or update the designation.)

nn Do my beneficiaries or the executory of my estate know where to find a copy of my

beneficiary designation forms?

nn  Are my beneficiary designations current?

nn Do they consider any recent changes to the IRS rules? (e.g. life expectancy tables for

required minimum distributions)

nn Do they consider life events that could change my beneficiary elections?

nn  Have I named a contingency beneficiary on my plans?

nn  Are my signed beneficiary designations on file with the trustees/custodians/plan

providers?

nn  Do I have copies of my most recently signed beneficiary forms? (In case the plan

providers are not able to access or produce a copy.)

nn Do my beneficiaries or the executor of my estate know where to find copies of my

beneficiary designation forms?

nn  Does my financial advisor have my most recently signed beneficiary designation?

nn  When my estate plan was drafted, did it take into account my retirement assets?

(Retirement assets will pass according to my beneficiary designation, not my will.)

nn  If there are multiple beneficiaries, have I clearly stated each beneficiary’s share on the

beneficiary designation?

nn  If I have multiple beneficiaries, is there a need for me to create separate accounts for

them now?

This document is for illustrative purposes only, and does not represent an official account
agreement. Any official designation of beneficiary form must be completed for all brokerage
accounts, annuity applications and life insurance policies, as applicable. Changes to the beneficiaries
of an account must be completed in writing and in the possession of B.C. Ziegler and Company and
the insurer (as applicable) to be valid.

Not sure who you designated as
a beneficiary, or need to make a
change?

Talk to your financial advisor or
contact the firm where the retirement
assets are located. Typically, new
beneficiary forms are easy to
complete, and the new form cancels
the old.

nn  Marriage

nn  Divorce

nn  New Job

nn  New Insurance Policy

nn  Birth of a Child

nn  Birth of a Grandchild

nn  Adoption

nn  Marriage of a Child

nn  Divorce of a Child

nn  Illness

nn  Illness of a Beneficiary

nn  Death of a Beneficiary

nn  Rollover

nn  Inheritance

nn  Establishment of a Trust

nn  Change in Company’s

Benefits Plan


